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A Letter from
the Editor
In case you are judging me by this Snobster’s cover, no, I did not grow up on a farm.
I grew up in Indianapolis, and got shards of broken whiskey bottles in between my
toes more often than wildflowers. But yes, I find myself once again home in Indiana,
and as such, am delighting in the cuisine I left behind when I journeyed west oh so
many years ago to the great unknown--the wild west of Los Angeles.
And while I love the 20-minute 1.3 mile commute to work and my Russian Mafia
landlord, there are some things California Livin’ does not offer.
Auntie Anne’s pretzels, for instance. Steak N Shake--a restaurant where you can get
both steaks AND shakes. White queso sauce at Mexian restaurants. And, worst of all,
men drive fiats, not trucks like they’re supposed to. Yes, LA was more of a nightmare
than I ever could have imagined.
The point is that most LA restaurants offer
you the same experience as going to a
petting zoo and stuffing your face with
the 25-cent goat feed. So, in spite of
having gone home due to crippling
digestive pain and illness, I am
gonna do one thing when I get
back home again in Indiana:
I’m gonna stuff my fucking
face.
Obesely,
~anna~
P.S. Can you find all the
Indiana Fun Facts I’ve
hidden in this issue?!?

Indiana Fun Fact: Did you

know...D.C. Stephenson, Grand Master responsible for the second rise of the Ku Klux Klan, lived
in my neighborhood!
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SNOBSTER GOes home
I think the best place to start is with this bit of
truth. Are you ready?
In N Out is not that great.
Yes, I said it. And I’m allowed to say it because
I have eaten the lint between my toes and it
tasted better than the bull shit I got at In N
Out—the lint didn’t come with a Bible Verse
but it did come with a life lesson so I think
that’s a fair trade.

started in my hometown a certain amount of
years ago (I don’t know facts, this is Snobster,
not god damn Yelp) and since then, it has been
showing other pizzerias how pizza is DONE.
Their clever names are only outdone by the

Here’s the thing about In N Out, Californians:
You aren’t used to REAL burger restaurants.
I’m talking about the kind of diners where
they clean their grills with bacon grease and
fill their deep fryers with Angel fat. And their
toppings are so god damn delicious that they
don’t have to invent some bull shit “Animal
Style” secret menu—which isn’t that much of a
secret. A thousand other islands put Thousand
Island on everything, so why don’t you look up
what the word “original” means, and then try
again, In N Out.

The first family meal I have every time I come
home is Jockamo’s. This well-known pizzeria

But the best breadsticks ever invented are, no
shit, Hot Box! Calm down, everybody, calm
down, I know, I know. A long-time Chauncey
Hill favorite in West Lafayette, Hot Box opened
up a franchise in Broad Rips and Downtown,
making it easy for me to get my fat kid midnight snack whenever the fuck I want. Do I
want cheese? Fuck yeah. Do I want a cup? Hells
to the yeah. Put it in a paper sack and I’ll eat on
my walk of shame, thank you.
While we’re on pizza, gotta give a shout-out
to my bitches in Chicago. Giordano’s is always
doing Chi-town proud. This is, of course, a
Midwest standby. Every fourth of July we get
some deep dish to go along with our right wing
conspiracy theories, and nothing says ‘Murica
better than downing a Budweiser with pizza
that’s deeper than that school loan debt you’ve
been racking up.
So you see, LA? You see how much you’re
LACKING in the pizza arena? And I’m not even
close to done. Not even close. No, I don’t want
your organic spinach avocado tofu wrap—I
want some god damn sandwiches.

And yes, your name is a sexual innuendo. But
just because you name your restaurant Cock N
Balls doesn’t mean you have to SERVE Cock N
Balls.
And now that we’ve got that out of the way, let
me say something else: Pizza isn’t supposed to
be gluten-free. Nothing is supposed to be
gluten-free, except for maybe Croatia.
As in the country. Jockamo Upper
Crust Pizza, Giordano’s and Lou Malnati’s in Chicago, even Donatos…
they have pizza figured out. You
know what their secret ingredient is? Gluten.

like heaven in my mouth.

Cow-ee.

fucking
bomb
pizzas
that they
belong
to: Cheese Louise, yes please.
Slaughter House Five, I sure
don’t mind. Maui, Holy

And the breadsticks at Jockamo’s are even legit.
FIVE DIFFERENT SAUCES!! But the best is
whatever the cheesy parmeIndiana Fun Fact: Did you know...The
san garlic one is…? Again,
world’s first serial killer, H.H. Holmes, was found by
not Yelp over here. Anyway, it
the police living two blocks from my childhood home!
looks like the jizz of an Italian
Yay Irvington!!! Oh, and there was a kid buried in the
donkey plagued with several
fireplace....
STD’s and a UTI, but it tastes

I’m talking Penn Station, grilled, with some
cheesy French fries in a cup. I’m talking Jimmy John’s at 2 a.m., then twelve hours later at 2
p.m., then four hours later at 6 p.m., and now
you know what my college experience was like.
I also ate Bagel and Deli at midnight and 1 a.m.
every. Single. Day. If you don’t know what Bagel
and Deli is, then I hate you.
Pita Pit offers a nice variation on the typical
bread, food, bread sandwich in that it gives you
your goods in a pita. Bet you didn’t see that
coming. The Pit of Pita not only introduced
me to putting bacon in with my chicken ceaser
selection, but it also gave me the meltiest gooiest
best….did you think I was gonna say something
sexual? Well, I am: BEST CHOCOLATE CHIP
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COOKIES OF MY LIFE. Besides the ones in my
high school cafeteria. They were 75 cents and
made me feel OK about not having a boyfriend.
Speaking of boyfriends, you know what restaurant I could just make out with for the rest of
my life? Harbor Bar. A little bit of a drive from
Indianapolis, both in a car and a boat, but Harbor Bar will literally deep-fry anything: cheese
curds, cauliflowers, marriage licenses—you
name it. Bikers and boaters alike gather at this
lakeside foodery to enjoy the merits of Midwestern obesity, and the nauseous boat ride home is
always the cherry on top.
Which brings us to dessert, yo. I mean, they just
don’t have Yogu Latte anywhere else. Sure, they
have Frozen Yogurt places but they’ve got like
fruit and shit there. Yogu Latte it’s like, gimme
some double-chocolate brownie mixed with

espresso and I want cookie dough and cheese
cake and oreo crumbs and it comes with a
midget? Oh, that’s awesome!
While you’re on Mass Ave, you might as well hit
up The Flying Cupcake for your cupcake variety
of the day—my personal favorite is the mint
chocolate—or go on down to the circle to the
South Bend Chocolate Company. They specialize in one thing, and it sure as hell isn’t vanilla.
But mayhaps the most elusive dessert isn’t
really a dessert at all, but a breakfast food: The
blueberry donut. And no, LA, I don’t mean a
stupid blueberry jelly-filled donut. That is not a
blueberry donut, that is an insult to democracy.
A blueberry donut is a donut with actual blueberries in it. It is amazing, beautiful, wonderful,
lovely, and can be found at pretty much any
REAL donut place--specifically Long’s Donuts.
Check it out next time you’re in Speedway for
the 500. Also, Mug N Bun. An Indianapolis
Motor Speedway MUST.

Admiral Lightning is overwhelmed with the
deliciousness of home, and we haven’t even
written the other articles yet. CAN I GET FIVE
MOTHA FUCKIN ADMIRALS, PLEASE????

Admiral Approves!

life is simple at Amish Acres

The age-old adage, “give me death or give me pie,” are words to live by in
the Northern Indiana Amish colony of Nappanee. Home to over 4 million
Amish families and their traffic-congesting buggies, Nappanee is a quaint
town with little to offer apart from quilts, judgment, and, of course, Amish
Acres.
Amish Acres, a family-style Amish restaurant, breaks nearly fourteen handmade tables a day thanks to their surfaces being laden with dish after dish
of artery-clogging goodnes. Mashed potatoes, macaroni, green beans, yams,
corn, gravy, all sortsa casseroles, and your choice of turkey or chicken. Oh,
and that’s just the appetizers.
Amish Acres is more than just a restaurant--it has a gift store, a working
farm, buggy rides, and
even offers tours for
those of you curious
about apple butter and
why Amish women
don’t have unibrows,
seeing as they can’t use
tweezers or razors or
wax or anything to take
care of that shit.
Due to America’s
obsession with the
Amish’s simplistic way
of life, Amish Acres

draws nearly a dozen tourists
every fortnight. If they’re lucky,
these visitors may witness a
barn-raising or witch-burning, depending on the season.
One lucky guest got to see an
authentic shunning, in which a
7-year-old was cast off a highway overpass for saying the
word “iPod.”
Amish Acres also offers workshops for the more hands-on
visitors. They can experience
things like bonnet-sewing and
coffin-framing, depending on
the season.
A new popular feature of the
An illustration of My Future Amish Child,
tourist trap is the Future Child
courtesy of Amish Acres
Caricature. An Amish artist will
illustrate a portrait of your future Amish child, basing it on the fact that both the Mother and the Father
share the same genetic code. Like most Amish children, the illustrations
end up looking a little like the illustration shown here, due to inbreeding.
So come on down today!! The Amish of Nappanee can’t wait to hide from
your cameras!
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CAN I GET AN AMEN?

Admiral Lightning gathers you all today in this house of worship to get an amen, an alleluia, and a praise lord Jesus for these phenomenal
eateries that really just need an amen.

Mellow Mushroom

Calzones are what happens when a retarded person
makes a pizza--they’re the equivalent of
scrambled eggs. You say you’re
gonna make an omelet, but
that shit gets fucked so it
turns into scrambled eggs.
Same thing with pizza and
calzones. Luckily, Mellow
Mushroom has the most
bomb dough and calzone
recipe (their pizza’s tight as
shit, too), making it seem like
they intended to make a calzone all
along. And I’d be OK with it. In all my years of mellowing out at the Mushroom, my only bad experience
as going on a blind date with a guy four years younger
than me. That was an accident. But I did get a free calzone so...
CAN I GET AN AMEN?

THE FUCKING STATE FAIR

Does California have a state fair? Let’s be
honest, would anyone even go? Oh,
let’s deep-fry some god damn hicima, doesn’t that sound amazing?
Or how about a livestock show
where people DON’T pump
their steers with steroids? How
awesome does that sound! Not
awesome, not awesome at all. The
Midwest knows how to do State Fairs,
because it is a law that every ten feet, there
MUST be an industrial-strength deep fryer. There must also
be home-schooled pentecostals making everyone else feel
awkward, and how about some closeted farmers’ sons? Don’t
forget the sounds of your friendly neighborhood driveby, compliments of the urban ghetto the state fair grounds call home.
CAN I GET AN AMEN?
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Jimmy John’s

For those of you who know me, you know that I am
90% human, and 10% Jimmy John’s
gourmet sandwiches. Served
on fresh french bread, the
shredded lettuce and thinly-shaved provolone cheese
compliments any and all
toppings Jimmy chooses to
bestow upon your life, so
you’re welcome. Whether
it’s 2 pm or 2 am, you can’t
go wrong with Jimmy John’s.
Thinny Chips are my preferred
side, but all of their chips and cookies
make an excellent addition to an already excellent meal.
I love Jimmy John’s.
CAN I GET AN AMEN?

Cracker Barrel

Need some homestyle American food NOW? Not sure if there’s a nearby
restaurant where you can play checkers while you wait
for your food? Well, I’ve got good news: Cracker
Barrel.
When Robert Lee surrendered during the
Civil War, his only condition was this: “The
Confederacy hereby surrenders on the condition that there is a Cracker Barrel at every
single highway exit in both the Union and
our beloved Confederate States.” It is because of
the Cracker Condition, as it is known, that these
beautiful brown clapboard buildings stand tall every
five miles along the American interstate system. So, if anyone tries to tell you
that the Civil War was for naught, take them to a Cracker Barrel, order them
up breakfast at 8:00 p.m., buy some John Deere memorabilia in the Country
Store, and see if they start singing a different tune.
CAN I GET AN AMEN?

Indiana Fun Fact: Did

you know...Every single member of
the Indianapolis Pacers has gone
to prison for murder. Yes. Yes they
have.

For world-reknowned poet and civil rights activist Maya Angelou, one of the most
upsetting sights she has encountered was the startling lack of All You Can Eat buffets
in the Los Angeles area. Though Angelou has overcome obstacles great and small, she
has never had to face such hardship firsthand. As with all artists, she was inspired by
tragedy, and found the voice to write her Pulitzer Prize-winning poem, All You Can
Eat, All I Can’t Find. We are honored to present the work in this edition of Snobster.

All You Can Eat,
All I Can’t Find
By Maya Angelou

Oh buffet, so great and varied
I seek but I can’t find
Your chafing dishes, your heating plates
Exist only in my mind
This west coast anorexia
Shrinks my love handles so
And I need soft-serve and endless shrimp
To ensure these rolls do grow
Oriental or homestyle
It doesn’t matter to me
Pizza, sushi, or gingerbread homes
As long as seniors eat free
I hear talk of portion control
A foreign language, it seems
If i don’t use at least eight plates
I don’t deserve “All You Can Eat”
Watermelon counts as dessert
And two eggs is all you need
If I keep eating this meager meals
I’ll be adopted by Angelina Jolie
Oh buffet, so great and varied
I seek but I can’t find
Your salad bars, your soup de jours
Exist only in my mind
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Snobster Book Club is very proud
to announce our June Pick of the
Month, The Great Gabesy, By The
Infamous Angel Gabriel Evans

Hello there.
You already know my name. It’s Gabe. Gabe Evans. Duh. I only INVENTED velcro. AND dogs.
Yes, I’m THAT Gabe Evans. I’m kind of a big
deal. Pretty much everyone wants to be me.
After my seventeenth Olympic Medal,
I decided to vacation in my summer
castle, Versailles (which I built, by
the fucking way) and write up some
memoirs. Besides, I needed to spend
some much-needed time with my
girlfriend, Lyberti, as in, Statue Of.
Yeah, you took a picture with her
likeness in New York.
I knew that people didn’t want to hear
about how I discovered Mars or negotiated every hostage crisis EVER, so I
instead chose to fill my book with some of
my favorite childhood memories, like when
I became the first person to travel in every single vehicle around both Earth and the moon in the
same year.
Yeah, I’m THAT Gabe Evans.
Oh, and you know the Harry Potter
books? Based on my childhood.

“He’s so fucking famous!”
-The New York Times
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